THE CON IS NOT ON!

Richard J Hannah
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Alfred Webre
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Re: CHANGE OF THE GUARD?

From:

"Richard Hannah" <richard.hannah@mail.com>
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Sun, April 12, 2015 6:46 pm

To:

"tony@jahtruth net" <tony@jahtruth.net>

Tony,
The reason I say publish your stuff is that your interpretation is
not an interpretation that anyone else would take.

Tenacious

comment is the case in point.
No one but a complete fool would interpret that as a threat. It
was a joke,underpinned by the comment beneath it and here is
the detail you missed again,Tony.
not the principal recipient.

Seven is copied in.

She is

She is specifically

referred to with regard to attending the event only.

Her

formats are not mentioned only Re Vision by Susannah is.
Anybody,

worth his salt would see that. The email

is written to Tony Orwin and Susannah and every body has picked
that up but you.

Let's stay with the indictments you provided now I am on a roll.
You claim that our brochure demonstrates how we converted the
tv formats.

Again fool ishness that any tv

professional would spot..it refers to changing the physical media.
Wow I am shaking with awe at Sevens knowledge.
Yes please lets see the docs without the seven commentary and
let ordinary people decide.

Release the debt summoned too and

the court case details so people can look for the official record.
No crosswalks about the record being expunged.

You are 55 use

your head fella if there are material facts that are just
incorrect e.g. wrong Helen Alexander. How does it hang
together.
Tony you are wrong! Have the good grace to apologise.
By the way I have a great deal more credibility with the
policeman

than you ever did and the fact you don't know why,

tells me how little research you have done.
Richard

